Capturing the Halal Pound
A global business growth opportunity
• Muslims spent $2.02 trillion in 2019 across the food, pharmaceutical,
cosmetics, fashion, travel and media/recreation sectors.
• The global Muslim population stands at 1.8 bn and is forecast to catch up
with the Christian population by 2050
• This presents major opportunities for UK businesses to “capture the Halal
Pound” and also as part of the UK Government’s “Levelling Up” Strategy .
This report focuses on :
1. Halal focused/specialised businesses and startups targeting the UK
market.
2. How can mainstream UK businesses best capture a larger share of the
Halal Pound?
3. Increasing Halal exports to capture a greater share of the global
Muslim market.
4. Halal Technology Sector Opportunities.
5. Establishing Halal growth clusters across the UK and connecting them
with global Halal growth clusters in countries such as Dubai, Malaysia,
Indonesia, and Brunei.
6. Connecting the large Muslim diaspora with their origin countries, for
example Bangladesh and Pakistan, India, North Africa, to create joint
Halal Growth clusters.
7. Expanding Islamic Finance and Fintech, a natural focus given the UK
position as a leading global financial centre.
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Capturing the Halal Pound:
While there has been much hype about the Asian Century and emergence of China and India
as economic superpowers, we would argue that greater attention should be paid to the dark
horse in the race, namely the huge potential of the rapidly growing Muslim or Halal Economy.
According to research from the Pew Research Centre, the global Muslim population stands at
1.8bn and is forecast to catch up with the Christian population by 2050 and overtake it to
become the worlds most populous religion by the end of this century.
In 2016 there were 4.13mn
Muslims in the UK (6.1%
of the population), the
third largest in Europe.
This has underpinned a
rapid growth in the Halal
Economy. According to
the State of the Global
Islamic Report 2020/21
(SGIR21)
published by
DinarStandard, Muslims
spent $2.02 trillion in 2019
across the food,
pharmaceutical,
cosmetics, fashion, travel
a n d m e d i a / re c re a t i o n
sectors, all of which are
impacted by Islamic faithinspired
ethical
consumption needs. This spending reflects a 3.2% year-on-year growth from 2018. In addition,
Islamic finance assets were estimated to have reached $2.88 trillion in 2019.
This presents a major opportunity for UK businesses to “capture the Halal Pound” and this
report outlines the major drivers and strategies companies, policymakers and other
stakeholders should take. We focus on 6 main opportunities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Halal focused/specialised businesses and startups targeting the UK market.
How can mainstream UK businesses best capture a larger share of the Halal Pound?
Increasing Halal exports to capture a greater share of the global Muslim market.
Halal Technology Sector Opportunities.
Establishing Halal growth clusters across the UK and connecting them with global Halal
growth clusters in countries such as Dubai, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Brunei.
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6. Connecting the large Muslim diaspora with their origin countries, for example
Bangladesh and Pakistan, India, North Africa, to create joint Halal Growth clusters.
7. Expanding Islamic Finance and Fintech, a natural focus given the UK position as a
leading global financial centre.

Key Elements of the Halal Economy
Deloitte in their “The Digital Islamic Services Landscape” report notes that the Global
Islamic Economy consists of seven core areas according to the DIEDC, Thomson
Reuters and DCCI34. In this context and in our analysis of emerging Islamic economy
sectors and Digital Islamic Services, we have identified additional areas of digital
activity and potential:
• Islamic Art & Design,
• Islamic Economy Education,
• Smart Mosques and Standards & Certification.
The Digital Islamic Services landscape has therefore been defined under nine key
industry verticals and areas (excluding Pharmaceuticals and Cosmetics), which
constitute the pillars of the global Digital Islamic Economy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Halal Food, Halal Travel,
Islamic Finance,
Modest Fashion,
Islamic Art & Design,
Islamic Economy Education,
Smart Mosques,
Islamic Media;

All cantered around associated Islamic Standards & Certifications. Based on this
framework, the study revealed over one hundred Digital Islamic Services across the
nine key verticals and areas, which included vertical specific services as well as
transversal services applicable across all areas of the Islamic Economy. A large number
of exemplars were also studied across each of the verticals examined. The Digital
Islamic Economy model and salient trends under each vertical are outlined below.
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What is Halal?
The concept of “Halal” and “Haram”, meaning
“lawful” or “forbidden” are the core tenets of Islamic
law. Halal is applied to food, drink, apparel, hygienic
products, nutritional supplements, cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals among other things. The main
categories of “haram” include pork and alcoholbased products.
In the UK, there are two main bodies involved in
Halal certification. The Halal Monitoring Committee
(HMC) regularly inspects member organisations, be
they abattoirs or food retailers, to ensure full
compliance with the Shariah. HMC Certified abattoirs
are not permitted to stun the animals prior to
slaughter, nor do they allow mechanical slaughter.
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Halal Businesses are Growing in the UK
We see several encouraging examples of Halal growth momentum. One example is an Oldham
local bakery owner who started baking authentic “English” pies and pasties for his non-Muslim
customers in 2020 during the lockdown and soon identified a niche he could offer the local
Muslim community. His bakery products have gone viral on social media and now sell out
within hours of hitting the shelves at the local superstore owned by a Bangladeshi family. He is
now considering how to scale his business nationally and perhaps even internationally with the
right branding and logistics support. Yes, some supermarkets have a Halal section but almost
no Muslims feel the food sector treats them equally in terms of range and quality of choice
food items. Similarly for Halal cosmetics or health supplements or pharmaceuticals. The
opportunities for entrepreneurs in the UK to capitalise on this segment of the halal market both
domestically and globally is visible and real.
E commerce, Digital Marketing and Livestreaming of Halal products targeted at the Muslim
community also offers significant growth potential. A new E-Commerce platform,
Tukitaki.online, that will be launched in October 2021 as a marketplace for Bangladeshi
products to UK consumers will have a dedicated Halal section. London-based halal-friendly app
Ummah has turned to e-commerce to help it become the eBay of the Muslim world. The app
designed “for Muslims by Muslims” includes prayer times, Islamic quotes, reminders, faithbased daily passages, a halal food finder, and social messaging. Now it has launched its new
feature ‘Ummah Online Marketplace’ where users can buy and sell products online within a
“halal and ethical environment” in a bidding style similar to US e-commerce platform eBay.
In Halal food E commerce sales, two examples from Germany that were launched last year can
provide inspiration for greater investment in online halal grocery sales in the UK. Baladna, a
Halal food manufacturer and distributor with operations in Germany, Turkey and the UK started
their E-commerce sales in 2020 and are now selling 400 products. Another E-commerce
platform, GetHalal, unlike Baladna, doesn’t distribute or manufacture meat but works with local
shops. So far business has picked up sharply and Gethalal has 70% repeat customers with an
average of 1.5 orders per month.
Another example is a Muslim owned tech company, Janala Ventura Tech, that is working on a
digitisation platform for the 1300+ Mosques in the UK to help them raise money and connect
with the faithful digitally. It was motivated by one of the co-founders frustrations during last
Ramadan in lockdown when he was unable to do his taraweeh namaz after his fast ends in his
local mosque and he began to think of zoom taraweeh.
Kestrl is a UK Islamic fintech launched by two young Cambridge MBA. It does this by linking a
customer’s bank accounts together to give complete oversight of finances. With this “bird’s eye
view” Kestrl is using AI to create bespoke personal solutions so that customers can spend and
save in line with their values. For longer term goals a “marketplace” is under development
where halal and ethical investments will be available.
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As the UK continues to open after the successful Covid vaccination campaign, tourists are set
to return and Halal Travel has a lot of potential, with specific facilities catering to Muslim visitors
has a lot of potential. Halal tourism can mean several things from simply offering Halal food
and prayer facilities in hotels, resorts and restaurants to a more comprehensive offering that has
separate swimming pools for men and women and dedicated programmes. While they are not
the highest visitors to the UK, Visit Britain reported that tourists from Middle East countries are
the biggest spenders in the UK. An opportunity not to be overlooked not only by Muslim
providers but also the mainstream.
There have been many sites that have been launched to give better information to promoting
Halal friendly travel “Havehalalwilltravel”. Others have tried to improve the information about
locating Halal friendly restaurants. In terms of Overseas destinations, Thailand's Tourism
Authority has launched a Muslim tourist application called Thailand Muslim Friendly. This can
be downloaded via the Apple Store and Google Play to help Muslim travellers locate Halal
restaurants and hotels, as well as prayer rooms in the country they are visiting. But much more
can be done.
In the media sector British Muslim Magazine is one success story. But the sector remains
underdeveloped given the rapid increase in Digital content consumption.

Levelling Up Agenda & Halal Growth Clusters
We would also note that Halal Growth Clusters should be part of the “Levelling Up” Agenda
the current Conservative Government has committed to. Covid has seen a widening in
regional, social and income inequalities.
A report on Levelling up by Lord Sainsbury has noted that a better strategy to reduce regional
inequalities across the country consists in supporting places to develop clusters of high-value
activity. Clusters have been described by Michael Porter of the Harvard Business School as
‘geographic concentrations of interconnected companies, specialised suppliers, service
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providers, firms in related industries, and associated institutions (for example, universities,
standard agencies, and trade associations) in particular fields that compete but also cooperate’. They are important because they enable firms in the cluster to gain competitive
advantage
Clusters also play a significant role in the UK’s economy today. According to research by
McKinsey and Centre for Cities there are 31 clusters across the country, including the ‘Golden
Triangle’ – the pharmaceutical and biotechnology cluster with its hubs in Cambridge, Oxford
and London, the financial services cluster in London and the aerospace clusters in the North
West and South West.
Overall, these 31 clusters contain 8 per cent of the UK’s businesses, employ four million
people, one in seven of the working population, generate 20 per cent of the UK’s output (gross
value-added) and offer average salaries that are typically higher than those in the surrounding
region.
The British Muslim community has been disproportionately hit by Covid both in health and
economic terms and a Halal growth strategy centred around Muslim communities could help to
redress the imbalances and inequalities that have been exacerbated by the Covid pandemic.
We believe the “Build Back Better” strategy to deliver a digital, green, and inclusive economic
recovery should also incorporate a strategy to support Halal growth clusters. After all,
“Inclusive” should include religious and ethnic inclusiveness and not just income, wealth, and
societal metrics.
A Halal Growth Cluster strategy could involve targeted support for Halal certification and
logistics and establishing partnership agreements with more established Halal growth clusters
and hubs in Malaysia or Dubai. Technical support and consulting/mentoring for Halal Start up
and other businesses could be established.

Greater Muslim Sense of Ummah or Identity Is Propelling Halal
Economy Growth
Muslims increasingly see themselves as part of a unique global identity or “Ummah” which can
be loosely translated as the Arabic for “Global Islamic Community”. They are increasingly
asserting this identity, and respect for Sharia principles which includes seeking out consumer
products with an Islamic brand. They choose foods that have certified Halal, Islamic financial
products that respect the ban on usury, and Modest fashion, also known as Hijab.
Globally, Muslim consumers are increasingly pushing for halal products and services, with a
2018 Pew Research Centre finding that Muslims widely rate religion as being ‘very important’ in
their lives while only 54 percent of the general population shares the same opinion. These
sentiments were most strongly felt in Muslim-majority countries in the Asia-Pacific region such
as Pakistan, Indonesia, and Afghanistan, with more than 90 percent of the population rating
religion as being ‘very important’. In Middle Eastern and North African countries, 70 percent of
the population accorded religion the same importance.
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The Pew Centre estimates that around 6.3 per cent of the UK's population is currently Muslim
(slightly higher than the official 5.6% estimate for 2016 shown above) - compared to the
percentage of 4.9 across Europe - with the country potentially reaching 17.2 per cent in the
high migration scenario. (See Pew Forum)
The report said countries like Germany and Sweden that would see the biggest growth in
Muslim population, stating: "Countries that have received relatively large numbers of Muslim
refugees in recent years are projected to experience the biggest changes in the high migration
scenario." Under the highest-level projections, one in five people in Germany would be Muslim
by 2050, Sweden is expected to see almost one in three.
The report examined three scenarios - where migration into Europe was to completely and
permanently stop immediately, where all refugee levels would be slow but that the migration of
those who come for reasons other than seeking asylum would continue, or finally that the flow
of refugees into Europe would continue indefinitely.
We discuss the demographics and growth of the Muslim population in more detail on page 43
later in this report.
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Other Key Halal Growth Drivers
In addition to population growth and increased sense of identity, here are some additional
Halal Economy growth drivers:

Development of Halal infrastructure:
Non OIC countries are increasingly investing in Halal-friendly infrastructure. For instance, the
Port of Rotterdam has created a Halal distribution park to serve more than 30 million Muslim
consumers in Europe; Munich Airport has been renovated to accommodate Muslim prayer
rooms and Halal restaurants. Several countries have also expressed ambitions to develop the
Islamic Economy (e.g., Malaysia, UK, and UAE). For example, in the region, Dubai has
announced its vision to become the capital of the Global Islamic Economy. To this end, Dubai
is currently developing two large Halal zones, specifically designed to cater to the regional and
international Halal product markets.

Growing global focus on ethics and quality standards:
In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, there is a growing global focus on business ethics
and social responsibility that is in line with the ethical base of the Islamic Economy.

The success of the Islamic Finance industry:
which is positioned as part of an ethical financial system that strengthens real economy sectors,
is a good example of this. In other areas of the Islamic Economy such as in Halal Food, there is
an increasing demand for stricter controls and transparency on food processing as well as
distribution in order to be in line with Halal certification standards.
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Multinationals seeking growth markets:
There is an increasing participation of global multinationals in the Islamic Economy seeking
growth markets, particularly in the food and banking industries. An increasing share of
revenues of major food and beverage manufacturers is coming from Halal products (e.g., US $5
billion sales for Nestle, representing 5 percent of its global annual sales31). Most of the major
global retailers have been increasingly offering Halal Foods in their stores (e.g., Wal-Mart,
Carrefour, and Tesco). Equally, most of the bulge-bracket banks have increased their activity in
offering Islamic Finance products and services (e.g., HSBC, Barclays).
The SGIR21 Report also summarises the main drivers in the Halal Economy in the schematic
below:

“Generation M” Offers Huge Opportunities
Young Muslim consumers are labelled as “Generation M” by Ogilvy and Noor VP Shelina
Janmohamad, in her eponymous book, “Generation M – Young Muslims Change the World
“ and she notes that they are proud of their faith, enthusiastic consumers, dynamic, engaged,
creative and demanding. And the change they will bring about won’t depend on the
benevolence of others: instead, the Muslim pound, will force soft cultural change by means of
hard economics. Generation M are the Muslim millennials, the global generation born in the
past 30 years, but with a twist.
Unlike their Christian counterparts in the US and western Europe, most of whom are turning
their backs on organised religion, Generation M has “one over-riding characteristic, which is
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that they believe that being faithful and living a modern life go hand in hand, and there is
absolutely no contradiction between the two. Janmohamad also notes that “, “Through their
sheer numbers, their growing middle-class stature, the shift of economic and political power
towards the Middle East and Asia, home to most of the world’s Muslims, through the Muslim
minorities that act as influential and well-connected leaders, by the inspirational force of their
faith and their refusal to accept the status quo, Generation M are determined to make change.
And what a change it’s going to be…. If we were to pick a face that captures the global pace of
change, it would most likely be a Muslim woman – she is part of the largest population, in
nations where change is happening fastest, and in the segment where change is most potent.
In short, Muslim women are where it’s happening” (See “Meet Generation M”, Harriet
Sherwood, Guardian Sep 2016)
The “futurists” are generally defined as consumers who believe in both faith and modernity.
Generally, this segment of consumers tend to be young, well educated (Generation Y and Z),
globalized in culture and mindset, more digitally connected technology users (namely
Generation C, the connected generation). “Futurists” also are more adventurous, open to new
ideas as they exude pride in their Muslim identity, making them unafraid to challenge
(e.g., being questioned on buying choices, education, beliefs, new ideas) and thirsty for more
information transparency and accountability. This makes the “futurists” segment ideal for
Digital Islamic Services providers.
“Traditionalists” are generally more conservative in nature, more comfortable with what is
already familiar to them, which reinforces their focus and sense of social harmony, culture and
belonging. This group includes and is more influenced by elders (aged over 35 years), tends to
be more rooted in long-standing Islamic and cultural traditions, engendering a sense of safety.
This group is therefore less likely to adopt change easily, making them more difficult to
penetrate as potential Digital Islamic Services users. Although “traditionalists” are the larger of
the two Muslim consumer groups at 60 percent of those surveyed, the “futurists” at 40 percent
of those surveyed still represent a significant pool of potential users and represent the
consumer segment that is most likely going to shape Muslim consumer markets and Digital
Services in the years to come.
An earlier study by Ogilvy & Mather ( See “Meet the new Muslim Consumer”) has revealed
that young Muslims are proud of their religion, have high purchasing power, and high
consumption patterns. The report also found a significant change in Muslim consumer attitudes
towards halal brands. While halal certification is important to establish credentials, this alone is
no longer sufficient to persuade young Muslims of the integrity of the brand. They prefer a
brand that offers solutions beyond the halal aspects without losing sight of the halal integrity.
These young Muslims are educated, tech savvy, connected and ready to engage. Since they
are tech savvy, and remain connected through social media, they are not shy from using
technology to share and move ideas forward beyond their own geographic and cultural
boundaries.
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A report by Ogilvy Noor also revealed that this new Muslim consumer group forms a deep
relationship with brands and seeks brands that embrace important values such as humility,
transparency, purity, and togetherness.
Another market study by JW Thompson showed that young Muslims are more brand
conscious. The report found that over 80% wants to buy brands that support their Muslim or
cultural identity whilst 75% would purchase a brand that make them feel part of the wider
community. Overall, the new Muslim consumer group are more dynamic in their taste,
preferences, and values, but maintain a strong identity to Islam and their culture.
Behavioural segmentation helps us understand Muslim needs and preferences and identify
potential target users for Digital Islamic Services. Consumer behaviour studies by Ogilvy Noor
have shown that behaviourally, Muslim consumers can be broadly segmented into two
consumer groups: “futurists” and “traditionalists”

Halal Requires New Corporate Strategies
Companies will also need to consider what new strategies and investments will be required to
engage with this new consumer segment. How do they get Halal certifications? Should they
have a dedicated Halal team if they are also targeting the mainstream market? What should be
their Halal branding strategy and how much should they be sensitive to backlash from nonHalal consumers?
Businesses that want to target the global Halal market also need to take into account that the
Muslim consumer is extremely varied and heterogeneous often with just their religious belief in
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Halal Definition and Supply Chain
The concept of “Halal” and “Haram”, meaning “lawful” or “forbidden” are the core
tenets of Islamic law. Halal is applied to food, drink, apparel, hygienic products,
nutritional supplements, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals among other things. The main
categories of “haram” include pork and alcohol-based products.
In the UK, there are two main bodies involved in Halal certification. The Halal
Monitoring Committee (HMC) regularly inspects member organisations, be they
abattoirs or food retailers, to ensure full compliance with the Shariah. HMC Certified
abattoirs are not permitted to stun the animals prior to slaughter, nor do they allow
mechanical slaughter.
The other certifying body in the UK is the Halal Food Authority (HFA) which also
refrains from the use of Mechanical slaughter of animals, but does accept recoverable
/reversible stunning in compliance with the Halal Slaughter guidelines of MUI (Majelis
Ulama Indonesia) , JAKIM (Department of Islamic Development Malaysia) and the
WHFC (World Halal Food Council).
As noted in the “Global Halal Industry” Report published by the Africa Islamic
Economic Foundation ensuring halal integrity is another important challenge for the
halal industry. Since the halal industry involves ‘farm to table’ operations, the issue of
integrity throughout the halal supply chain becomes a major concern. Given the
increasing number of reported cases of fraudulent halal certification, and physical
contamination of halal food products, the authenticity and integrity of halal food
consumed has raised a major outcry from Muslim consumers.
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Islam in common – South Asian Muslims are very different to those in Indonesia and Malaysia –
which in turn is very different to the Middle East . Within Muslim minority communities or
diaspora, Bangladeshi and Pakistani Muslims in the UK are very different to the German Turkish
or Kurdish Muslims or those in North Africa and indeed Nigeria.

UK Case Studies
Since the halal industry relies heavily on logistics service management capabilities to ensure the
integrity of halal products, halal logistics plays a key role in protecting the halal integrity along
the supply chain.

Case Study 1
Arundel Bakery, Oldham, Greater Manchester
Daniel a young entrepreneur runs a bakery in Oldham a small mill town in Greater Manchester.
During the beginning of the pandemic, it was evident that business was affected due to lockdown.
Daniel started to think about how to diversify the product range into the Muslim population of the
town. He was advised and coached by Muzahid Khan to make halal pies and market them to them
Muslim community through social media, influencer support & customer testimonials. Soon his tasty
halal pies became a hit and now he is supplying numerous stores and fish & chips shops. Daniel has
recently mooted his ambition to get the pies into more Muslim owned stores as well as setting his
sights on other Muslim countries.

Case Study 2
Corner house Cakes, Oldham, Greater Manchester
Rachel from Corner house cakes has become a self-made entrepreneur baking cakes and growing
her business in Oldham. Rachel was advised by Muzahid Khan early in her business journey, that she
should produce cakes that were halal for the growing Asian & Muslim community, which has
untapped potential for her business. With this advice Rachel started to source halal ingredients and
marketed to the Muslim community through social and digital media. Muslim customers became
her advocate and soon more orders started to come in from the Muslim community expanding her
client base. The business is now thriving, and Rachel will be expanding into opening her own shop
as well as more halal product range and marketing campaigns.
The halal concept encompasses the products value chain beginning with the acquirement of the
ingredients or preparations for services to final delivery. The halal supply chain includes stages
beginning from the procurement and preparation of halal ingredients to the manufacturing and
delivery of the final product to the consumers. This process includes the separation of halal from
non-halal ingredients or food products throughout the entire supply chain including during
warehousing, transportation, storage, and terminal interchange.
Hence, halal integrity must be preserved along the value chain either upstream towards animal food
or downstream towards food services as well as transportation, storage, and handling of halal
products.
Halal logistics involves a management process of procurement, movement, storage, and operations
of food and non-food items that adhere to Shari’a principles and law. In the halal logistics
operations, a company that supplies halal products needs to provide transportation and special
containers to carry the halal products to consumers to ensure the products' safety as well as15
guarantee its halal integrity.

Key Halal Categories
(This section draws heavily on the excellent Deloitte “The Digital Islamic Services Landscape”)
Deloitte in their “The Digital Islamic Services Landscape” report notes that the Global Islamic
Economy consists of seven core areas according to the DIEDC, Thomson Reuters and DCCI34.
In this context and in our analysis of emerging Islamic economy sectors and Digital Islamic
Services, we have identified additional areas of digital activity and potential: Islamic Art &
Design, Islamic Economy Education, Smart Mosques and Standards & Certification. The Digital
Islamic Services landscape has therefore been defined under nine key industry verticals and
areas (excluding Pharmaceuticals and Cosmetics), which constitute the pillars of the global
Digital Islamic Economy: Halal Food, Halal Travel, Islamic Finance, Modest Fashion, Islamic Art
& Design, Islamic Economy Education, Smart Mosques, Islamic Media all centered around
associated Islamic Standards & Certifications. Based on this framework, the study revealed over
one hundred Digital Islamic Services across the nine key verticals and areas, which included
vertical specific services as well as transversal services applicable across all areas of the Islamic
Economy.
In the next sections we outline the main Halal categories along with associated Digital services.
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Halal Food
Muslim spend on food increased by 3.1% in 2019 to $1.17 trillion from $1.13 trillion in 2018, with
Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Egypt ranked as the top three countries by spend, retaining their positions
from last year. A CAGR of 3.5% is expected between 2019 and 2024, with Muslim spend expected to
reach $1.38 trillion by 2024. “Halal” meat needs to be killed according to Islamic principles. Islam places
great emphasis in the way in which an animal’s life ends, which must be in accordance with Islamic
regulations. If the life of an animal has to be ended for human survival, then its life should only be taken
in the name of God. Hence, the phrase bismillah (‘in the name of God’) must be uttered just before
slaughtering an animal. It needs to be done by hand, not by machine (which is the way many chickens in
the U.S. are killed. Once killed, the animal's blood must drain completely, since Muslims who eat Halal do
not consume the fresh blood of animals.
Traditionally, halal has been a difficult market for major supermarkets, partly because of its scattered
nature and partly because there is no single halal cuisine. Customers looking for halal products might
have their roots in Pakistan, Turkey, the Middle East, north Africa, Bangladesh or India. But Sainsbury's,
Tesco and Morrisons all now sell ranges of halal products at selected stores. Boots sells halal baby food.
As Jon Henley noted in a guardian article “Halal Food: A market waiting to be Tapped into?” : “ Halal
foodies are, indeed, not very well served when it comes to high-class restaurants… For halal to really
break through, it will have to be embraced by non-Muslim consumers. This is one of the (Halal) festival's
aims and seems already to be happening to some extent: at La Sophia, chef Ali says 30% of his customers
are non-Muslim. They say they come for the quality of his ingredients and the uniqueness of his flavours:
he spends months devising halal-approved alternatives for the red wine and lardons in a good
bourguignon sauce, for example, and sourcing halal chorizo, foie gras and even 100% alcohol-free wine.
Some upmarket eateries do now offer halal choices: all the lamb and chicken at Michelinstarred Benares in Mayfair, for example, one of London's best Indian restaurants, is halal…”

The article goes on to note that “in a western world that is becoming increasingly more anxious about
Islam, and about the behaviour of some who claim to act in its name, halal meat – with the overtones of
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barbarity that surround it – has become a source of controversy, tension, even hysteria. A proxy, many
argue, for something altogether deeper. It quotes Ghias El-Yafi of Tahira, a UK-based halal food company
founded in 1994 that now turns over £7-8m annually across Europe. "Whenever the issue of halal is
raised, there's an underlying agenda – it's really code for anti-Muslim. Halal is never addressed
objectively." Krausar says halal is "tied into a kind of Islamophobia. It's automatically politicised,
incredibly divisive – even among Muslims."

Halal cheese, for example, should not include animal rennet or pepsin, an enzyme used to curdle the
milk, sourced from non-halal animals. Under the tayyib concept, what is considered halal milk, cheese,
yogurt, or ice cream may start from a dairy farm where animals such as cows and sheep are not injected
with growth hormones and are treated humanely.
Deloitte noted the following Digital Halal Food Categories

Business-to-Consumer (B2C) services Online communities:
Social Halal Food communities on social media or aggregator websites. Key trends include service
integration with major social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest. Many Halal Food
services have their own pages on Facebook for example.
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Information services:
Online Halal Food guides and search services such as Halal restaurant, butcher, retailer guides
(e.g., online review and ratings), Halal Food events, Halal Food magazines, news and links. This is the
most common digital service provided. Services are provided by a range of organizations, from Halal
bodies, authorities to Not-for-Profit (NFP) organizations as well as commercial entities. Examples include
the Islamic Food & Nutrition Council of North America (IFANCA) online magazine with information on the
latest Halal trends, nutrition news, recipes and articles. Muslim Consumer Group (MCG) is another
general online portal and repository of knowledge for Muslim consumers in North America.

Location services:
GPS location of nearby Halal Food providers including location-based features such as push notifications
to drive consumer traffic towards Halal suppliers, retailers, restaurants, stores. This is one of the most
common services available, which tend to focus on the Diaspora, with localized versions. Examples
include mobile app service Halal Spot in the UK.

Group buying services:
Discounted offerings for Halal Food products and meals usually with restaurants. Includes linking
Muslims with similar Halal Food tastes, cuisine, or interests. In terms of revenue model, restaurants
generally do not have to register themselves on the service. Instead, a revenue-sharing model could be
applied or advertising if the service has a significant user base. Examples include HalalGems, the first
group buying service for Muslims in the UK. The service provides recommendations based on the user’s
lifestyle and preferences. Trends from user feedback on services in this category indicate that their most
important requirement of the service is to have information about the food on offer.

Online videos and shows:
Halal Food educational videos, cooking shows, Halal Foodie programs, recorded community discussions
and video Halal Food advertising. Examples include EatHalal.com, a multi-category digital service
providing news and professional commentaries not only on Halal Food but also on consumer goods and
products from other industry verticals such as travel and tourism.

Halal Food blogs:
Blogs dedicated to Halal Food enthusiasts to share views, recommendations, information and insights on
Halal Food. Blogs and discussions are centered around topical areas, for example Halal Food events and
‘how-to’ guides. An example is myHalalKitchen. com, a Halal Food and cooking blog by a Halal Food
enthusiast seeking to share tips, tricks and recipes in preparing delicious Halal Food dishes.
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E-commerce platforms:
Online stores of Halal Food suppliers, restaurants or butchers providing Halal Food products and meals.
Key developments include the use of e-commerce services by suppliers upstream in the Halal Food
supply chain to either benefit from additional revenue or to bypass costs of selling through intermediary
retailers. Halal Food events: Aggregated websites and apps of Halal Food events, including facilities to
register attendance and manage Halal Food events. Key developments in this category include the rise in
websites dedicated to major Halal Food events. Examples include the UK’s HalalFoodFestival.com,
HalalFest.com in the USA, Canada’s HalalFoodFestTO.com and many others.

Business-to-Business (B2B) services

Matchmaking forums:
Digital marketplace to actively match Halal Food suppliers and buyers. Notable examples include
DagangHalal.com, which matches Malaysian small-to-medium size enterprises (SMEs) with buyers from
around the world.
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E-government services:
Online portals providing information on national Halal Food standards, certification process, authorities,
recommended websites, news and sources. Examples include Halal.gov.my from Malaysia, providing
information and directions to dedicated local Halal Food authorities such as the Department of Islamic
Development of Malaysia (JAKIM: Jabatan Kemajuan Islam Malaysia). HalalOffice.com from the
Netherlands is another national agency specializing in the overseeing, auditing and certification of Halal
Food products and productions.

Halal Food certification:
Platforms enabling digital application and certification of Halal Food products. Also online verification
with coded knowledge and intelligence repository of different Halal standards for cross-checking. This is
a relatively new area which requires active coordination, investment and development. Examples include
HalalVerified.com, the world's first global online certification system, enabling verification of Halal Food
products and suppliers across the supply chain against a global proprietary database of 73 international
certification bodies recognized by Malaysian authorities (JAKIM).

Online business directories:
Aggregated listings with information on all Halal Food suppliers across the value chain. The service
enables users to simply look up desired services from a dedicated directory. Notable examples include
Malaysia’s Halal Pages (see case study). ‘Farm-to-Fork’ (F2F) tracking: Systems tracking the flow of Halal
products from source to end users monitoring the Halal status of products at each part of the value
chain. Very few services exist; hence this category is fairly immature. There is still a large gap in this
category as supply chain transparency remains an issue for retailers and Muslim consumers who wish to
track the original source of their supplies.

Halal Food scanners:
Scanning of coded Halal Food products (e.g., bar codes, QR codes, RFID tags) to compare and verify the
Halal status of ingredients against online Halal and Haram ingredient food code repositories. This service
in particular can be used both by businesses and consumers alike. Examples include Halal Scanner, a
mobile application which enables the scanning of ingredient labels on food products and verifies their
Halal status against a proprietary Halal Food item database.

Digital marketing:
Development of digital marketing material (e.g., logo development), website/app user interface design,
digital marketing plans, campaigns, advice, listings. The Muslim Ad Network is a leading service provider
in this area, specializing in advertising not only for Halal Food but in other industry verticals as well.
Aside from this, not many other services have been found, implying this category is still largely
immature, which needs to be addressed.
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Source: Deloitte “The Digital Islamic Services Landscape”

Intelligence and analytics:
Includes provision of proprietary raw data (e.g., on users), online poll data, reports, customized analysis
(e.g., food heat maps, user location density). This service acts as the monetization enabler for many B2C
services who obtain user intelligence from their free B2C offerings and sell it to businesses that stand to
benefit from this information. Examples include zabihah.com
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Islamic Finance
S&P forecasts that the $2.2 trillion global Islamic finance industry is expected to grow 10%-12%
over 2021-2022 due to increased Islamic bond issuance and a modest economic recovery in
the main Islamic finance markets. Islamic Finance is originated from guidelines provided in the
Quran and hadith to ensure just and fair business transactions, including the prohibition of
usury (riba). Key injunctions relating to business transactions include halal (permissible) fund
usage/investments and the responsibilities of transacting parties.
Islamic Finance is a system of banking and finance which is based on a set of fundamental
principles from Islamic law (Sharia). Key principles include:
•
•
•

Gharar (contractual uncertainty): No ambiguity in any terms.
Riba (interest): Money earned solely by the passage of time (i.e., increases over the
principal in a loan transaction) is prohibited.
Financing model: Money cannot be sold or loaned for profit as a commodity. It must be
employed in real economic activities (e.g., assets, goods, investment in businesses and
infrastructure).
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•

•
•

Purification: Banks must ensure revenues generated comply with Sharia standards. Noncompliant sources must be segregated and employed in a ‘Donation Account’ to fund
projects that benefit the public.
Ethical investments: Investments are not allowed in gambling, tobacco, alcohol, pork,
financial institutions and arms.
Asset-based banking system: Unlike conventional banking, money cannot be a tradable
commodity in itself. Money is ‘a store of value’ only to finance goods and services, real
assets and economic-based activities which promote social welfare, justice and the growth
in the wealth of individuals and societies.

Challenger banking apps, Niyah and Rizq, were launched in the UK, with the former being
recognized as the country’s first fintech Islamic banking app and ethical financial marketplace.
UK-based pension provider, Options, joined forces with Wahed Invest to launch a fully
diversified, Shariah-compliant workplace pension.
Other Digital Financial Services include:

Online Zakat (charity):
Online platforms (e.g., web, mobile) for electronic Zakat (charity) donations. Examples include
Singapore’s Zakat.SG app by the Islamic Religious Council of Singapore and Malaysian EZakatPay service. Other international services include Charity Navigator, a service which
provides ratings on charity organizations based on strict criteria: financial health, transparency
and accountability. Network for Good is another example that allows users to donate funds to
any registered charity including Islamic ones. The company receives 3–5 percent fees for
charity transactions as well as subscription fees from charities.

Crowdfunding:
Online funding from the mass Internet population for a Sharia-compliant project, company,
production of media, software or research. Financially, it can represent the sale of equity to
many Sharia compliant investors. Examples in this category include Shekra from Egypt (closed
equity-based crowdfunding), Zoomal from Lebanon (open gift-based crowdfunding) and
LaunchGood.com.

Halal/Modest Fashion
Over the past couple of years mainstream brands have woken up to the power of the modest
fashion market. With respect to clothing and fashion, both the Quran and hadith place an
emphasis on preserving modesty. This is reflected in the many common elements of Muslim
dress even with the diverse interpretations of ‘modesty’ among Muslims across the world. It has
also been a trend that has broadened beyond the Muslim world with modest dressing refers
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to a fashion trend in women of wearing less skin-revealing clothes, especially in a way that
satisfies their spiritual and stylistic requirements for reasons of faith, religion or personal
preference. Net-a-Porter now carries a modest fashion edit, while the likes of Zara, Mango and
DKNY have all created Ramadan capsule collections. In October 2017, Marks & Spencer
introduced an online edit of modest outfit ideas after seeing ‘modest fashion’ become an
increasingly popular search term, with customers looking for layering pieces with longer
hemlines, sleeves, and higher necklines.
Mainstream retailers like Macy's in the US and global brand H&M have launched their own
"modest" fashion lines, while fashion magazines are featuring more Muslim models on their
covers. UK’s Modes twist was founded by Annabel John after she identified that the modest
fashion market lacked the affordable trend-driven pieces desired by Gen Z consumers. UK
department store John Lewis’ retail report showed that shoppers are displaying a preference
for “longer lengths and looser fitting styles.” Sales of midi dresses increased by 152%, while
ankle-length trousers increased by 33%. Verona Collection, which has collaborated with Macy’s
and ASOS, has noted that smock tops have been selling out within hours of launch. UK’s F&F
featured Instagram influencer Aaliyah Jasmine in its Ramadan 2019 modest fashion campaign
launch, 239 while ASOS collaborated with influencer Shahd Batal on a modest fashion edit.
Modanisa.com is a Turkish modest fashion platform that has gone global & Launched in 2011
they now have customers in 140 countries, offer content in 6 languages: Turkish, Arabic,
English, French, German and Bahasa and each month, they reach 20 million visitors from all
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over the world via thier app and desktop platforms. They sell over 650 brands and 70 thousand
products and were the co-creator of the Modest Fashion Week concept, which made its debut
in Istanbul in 2016 and has gone on to be staged in London (2017), Dubai (2017) and Jakarta
(2018).
At the couture end of the market, Dolce & Gabbana set the trend in 2016 with the release of a collection
of richly embroidered hijabs and abayas. A year later, Nike went live with a range of activewear hijabs,

while American Eagle debuted a denim hijab modelled by Halima Aden, the first hijab wearing cover star
of British Vogue.
Deloitte have outlined the following main categories of Modest Fashion Digital Services:

Business-to-Consumer (B2C) services Online Modest Fashion design
award:
Web-based voting platform for the selection of exceptional fashion designs and designers.
Examples in this category include the Fashion20Awards, an online website, which awards the
best Modest Fashion portals across several criteria such as best social media, best ecommerce, best online video, best online campaign, best fashion start-up, best wearable tech
and top innovator.
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Digital Modest Fashion magazine:
Digital magazine offering quality content about Modest Fashion, designers and events in the
global Muslim world. Notable examples include Aquila-Style, an online magazine for Modest
Fashion containing the latest news and other related content, aggregated from other websites.
The Islamic Fashion & Design Council (IFDC), aiming to support and develop Islamic fashion,
also offers its own digital Islamic fashion magazine.

e-commerce mobile apps:
Sales portal for Modest Fashion apparel and accessories through mobile applications allowing
easier and faster access for online shoppers. This is the most predominant and fastest growing
digital service. E-commerce in general is the most popular platform as many Modest Fashion
designers have used this service to start small and scale up their businesses. Hence, most
Modest Fashion designers have their own online stores. Examples include Capsters, Rabia Z,
Balqees, Abaya Addict, DAS Collection and many more.
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Source: Deloitte “The Digital Islamic Services Landscape”

Peer-to-Peer e-commerce:
Direct sales website that allows customers to interact with the designer and share ideas and
feedback. Designers are increasingly communicating directly with consumers. Notable
examples include SheikhaHub.com and SHUKR Clothing, where SHUKR Clothing has a
dedicated chat service to communicate directly with customers not only to serve them better,
but also to collect their views and feedback. Websites such as eBay and Amazon.com are also
used, not only by individuals but also by Modest Fashion designers themselves to increase and
diversify their sales channels (e.g., SHUKR Clothing).
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C2C network:
Forum for Modest Fashion customers to review the latest trends and share opinions and
comments about the latest news, events and designs. Much of Modest Fashion has been
influenced by the social interaction amongst Modest Fashion enthusiasts online. This is a great
source of market intelligence and development, particularly for designers as it provides a rich
source of information on consumer tastes, demands and identifies any gaps they could fill
through new and more innovative designs. Notable examples include Inayah Collection and
SHUKR’s stand-alone blog service, StyleDon. com, as well as mainstream social media websites
such as Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest, used by many designers to pilot sample Modest
Fashion items and collect customer ideas and feedback.
However, Charlotte Rogers in Marketingweek.com noted that “ Yet despite the interest from
mainstream brands, and the undeniable size of the market, modest consumers still feel let
down. Some 86% of Muslim women believe they are being ignored by high street fashion
brands, according to an analysis of 500 Muslim fashion consumers by integrated creative
agency ODD. The vast majority of respondents (93%) would be strongly encouraged to visit a
high street brand online or in-store if they introduced a modest collection though, while
78% say a modest collection would encourage them to purchase more.”

Halal Pharma
Halal pharmaceuticals are medicines, supplements, and medical devices that are processed
and contain ingredients permissible under Islam and compliant with Shariah principles. Adroit
Market Research has The halal pharmaceuticals market is projected to reach USD 174.59 billion
by 2025 growing with a CAGR of 9.4% during the forecast period. Strong support from Islamic
demography and a significant increase in Muslim consumer spending to propel the market.
The total Muslim consumer spending on pharmaceuticals is expected to surpass USD 131
billion over the forecast period. These socio-economic trends coupled with increasing number
of halal certifications worldwide are likely to boost the market growth of halal pharmaceuticals
by the end of 2025. Additionally, the global Islamic economy has recently undergone
developments pertaining to trade technologies and finance. Players are implementing
blockchain technology for payments in order to ensure compliance with halal certifications and
to keep track of pharmaceuticals, food, and cosmetics at every step of the logistics chain from
manufacturing operations to retail.
Pharmaceuticals are halal if:
1. Ingredients are safe and free from ethanol, blood, pork, parts of carnivorous and
omnivorous animals, and human parts.
2. Maximum hygiene and minimum contamination with any potential toxic, najis (ritually
unclean) or khabith (impure) ingredients are applied.
3. The process of cultivation, manufacture, preparation, packaging, storage and distribution
are ensured to be clean, pure and compliant with Sharia.
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4. Every element of halal production is physically separated from non-halal production.
5. Any potential cross-contamination between halal and non-halal ingredients and products is
avoided.
But the fragmented and uneven nature of halal demand means that it remains a niche market in
global terms and is not attractive to the multinationals that dominate the pharmaceutical
industry. While giants like Cargill and Unilever have embraced halal food, pharmaceutical
behemoths such as Roche and AstraZeneca have been slower to engage with the halal market.
EIU have noted in recent report that “ With the halal pharmaceutical sector still in its infancy,
halal authorities must learn from the mistakes of more established halal industries (such as
food) and harmonise regulation as they are being developed. These efforts are underway. In
Dubai, the International Halal Accreditation Forum has been set up as a membership body for
disparate standard-setting organisations. Producing companies, including Duopharma, have
also started meeting to discuss common standards that all bodies could endorse, although this
initiative is now on hold due to Covid-19. “

Halal Cosmetics
Companies producing halal-certified cosmetics do not use non-halal ingredients such as fatty
acids and gelatin derived from non-halal animals, and certain kinds of alcohol, in their products.
Some extend that definition to say halal cosmetics should not be tested on animals or use
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genetically modified organisms (GMOs). Another definition might be any skin care or makeup
that is processed and contains ingredients that are permissible under Islam. Both halal and
organic cosmetics have the same purpose of using ingredients that are safe for humans and the
environment.
To be certified halal, every ingredient in cosmetic products must be traceable . Products must
not contain any ingredients derived from pig, carrion, blood, human body parts, predatory
animals, reptiles, and insects, among others. Animal-derived ingredients must come from
permissible animals slaughtered according to Islamic law. This also applies to application tools
such as makeup brushes, where bristle fibers can contain animal by-products. In its preparation,
processing, storage, and transport, products need to be in pure and hygienic conditions, free
from najis[filth].
The brand labeling and imagery must be in alliance with good Islamic virtues and should not
portray any obscenity if it wishes to carry the logo of a local certifying body. The rigor of
enforcing these regulations makes it appealing to Muslim and non-Muslim customers alike for
its approved quality assurance. The process of getting products certified can take several
months and can be costly. For this reason, many brands choose not to apply for certification. In
those cases, responsibility would be on the consumer to check the ingredients list to assess
their halal legitimacy.
British Muslim Magazine featured several popular Halal Cosmetics in a recent article.
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Halal Travel & Tourism
‘Halal’ tourism is clearly a growing market segment, with Muslim tourists seeking destinations
which meet their needs, in terms of diet, dress or rituals. Hotels and air travel that guarantee no
“Haram” such as alcohol, pork, and gambling are becoming increasingly popular. According to
Crescent Rating, hotels and restaurants should offer halal food at the very least. A destination is
then seen as increasingly attractive for Muslim travellers – as assessed in the GTMI ranking –
based on the availability of prayer facilities, Muslim-friendly washrooms and Ramadan-related
offerings.

Halal Travel is therefore not considered to be exclusive to Muslims, but positioned also as a
family-friendly concept, catering to the needs of non-Muslim travelers and families who could
benefit from Halal Travel as well. In terms of providers, Halal Travel, as with any kind of travel,
includes travel agents, operators and tour packages offering transportation, accommodation
and destination services.
Deloitte have outlined the following main categories of Halal Travel and Tourism Digital
Services:

Online booking (tour packages):
Websites containing Halal tour packages which can be booked online. This is a pure booking
service. This and online travel site services are the most prevalent digital platform dedicated to
Halal Travel. Major players are HalalBooking.com, HalalTrip. com and IslamicTravels.com
targeting mainly Muslim tourists from UK, US and South-East Asia. In this category many
partnerships are emerging to expand and drive the Halal Travel industry forward, as they have
with the traditional tourism industry. For instance, HalalTrip.com is working with partners such
as Booking.com to offer accommodation choices, WeGo.com to power its flight search and
Kuoni Group Travel Experts to offer specialized tour packages. Developments also include the
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emergence of local online platforms in countries such as China and Vietnam, catering
specifically to the needs of their own minority but strong Muslim communities.

Peer-to-Peer rating platform:
Communities dedicated to Halal Travel interests where users can rate holiday experiences.
Examples include Crescent Travel and even TripAdvisor.com, which as a popular mainstream
service is also used by Muslim consumers.

Halal Travel apps:
Apps which enhance or aid Muslim tourists in practicing their religion whilst on the move. This
may include in-air prayer calculators, Islamic historical places of interest. CrescentRating.com
has created Crescent Trips, the world’s first in-flight prayer and prayer direction mobile app for
Muslim travellers. They also launched a travel guide mobile application to provide information
on Halal-friendly hotels, holiday packages, and restaurants as well as destination and airport
guides.

Muslim-friendly medical tourist guide:
Online guide which lists Halal certified hospitals. Examples include India’s Global Healthcare
City.

Digital magazines:
Magazines dedicated to Halal Travel and recreational activities. In this category Islamic lifestyle
magazines are increasingly offering articles on Halal Travel. Successful examples include Emel
Magazine and Aquila Style. There is also an emergence of local tourism specialized Islamic
online magazines such as Islamic Tourism Media.

Online travel sites:
Travel websites containing Halal holiday packages which can not only be booked but also
reviewed through a user feedback forum. This is a much more interactive offering in the Halal
Travel industry. Larger players offering this kind of service include HalalBooking. com and
HalalTrip.com.

Social Muslim travel community:
Digital platform to actively match Muslim travelers with each other. This service is more akin to
Contiki style tours, where people looking to do tours in other countries find travel buddies
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online. As a relatively novel concept, there are very few or no providers offering this kind of
service specifically for the Muslim community. Adoption of this particular service is likely to
appeal to the younger, more globalized and adventurous “Futurists” Muslim consumer
segment, which would be more open to using such a service.

Halal Media
Halal media and entertainment are also gaining traction. The Halal Foodie on Discovery
Networks' Travel and Living Channel is a popular television show featuring a Muslim host
traveling around Asia in search of the best halal food for Muslim travellers. SalamWeb, a shariacompliant mobile browser, is gaining popularity as an alternative for Muslims who want to
avoid gambling or pornographic content, preferring content aligned with Islamic values. Its
users flag inappropriate webpages, and the browser has functions to remind Muslims of prayer
times and kiblah, the direction Muslims face when praying.
There is an unmet demand for Muslim-themed streaming platforms that are more globalized
than localized. A streaming platform reflecting global Muslim culture and linguistic diversity has
not yet been developed, with current players more nationally or regionally focused. There are
significant opportunities to emulate the model of Netflix and other streaming platforms
through globalizing content. Although we can note that alchemiya was launched not so long
ago to produce quality content for the Muslim community.
Omar & Hana is an Islamic-themed children’s animated series co-produced by Digital Durian
and Astro in Malaysia. Their core purpose is to impart Islamic morals and family values through
adventures with their parents, teachers, friends, neighbours, and some Muslim influencers.

Islamic Art and Design
Definition Islamic Art & Design (A&D) includes the art and design of the rich and varied cultures
of Islamic societies. It is the visual arts form developed by craftsmanship across the entire
Islamic world. This definition covers Calligraphy, Glasswork, Metalwork, Wood Carving,
Arabesque, Ceramics, Marquetry, Rugs & Carpets, Painting and Architecture.
Deloitte has noted that global interest in art is reflected in sales via digital platforms (including
online Islamic Art & Design sales), which is expected to grow by 19 percent per annum. They
outlined the following main Digital art categories below:

Islamic Art & Design:
Digital Services categories The identified Digital Services in the Islamic Art & Design vertical
consist of Business-to-Consumer (B2C) and Business-to-Business (B2B) services.
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Business-to-Consumer (B2C) services
Online auction/aggregator:
Web-based listing and sales of Islamic art work by offering visitors the option of bidding for the
highest price to purchase the artwork of interest. Traditional houses such as Sotheby’s as well as
online-only houses such as Invaluable.com see the opportunity of providing web based
auctions on researched art work.

Online valorization network:
Online network dedicated to art and design fans to allow the rating of artists and their art work,
with the target of recognizing prominent artists and allowing them to connect with their
audience and collecting feedback to enhance their work. ArtBusiness.com is a consulting
service for collectors and artists who are looking for a valuation of artwork and other research
or information. The site is supported with a group of experts with extensive exposure to the art
world.

Peer-to-Peer services:
Digital platform intended for artists to connect directly with their fans. Interaction happens
through the display and sales of artists’ work, with the possibility of providing direct interaction
through chatting and/or messaging. Examples of such services include ArtViatic and
Expertissim.

C2C network:
Consumer-to-consumer sites enabling art fans and collectors to sell their art possessions to
other potential buyers. Amazon Art is an extension of the Amazon model to artwork, where
users can post and check posts of others for the purpose of sales and purchase of relevant
works.

Inquire to buy:
A digital service that allows a customer to inquire about the items on sale. Inquiry is handled by
art professionals who provide detailed knowledge about customer needs and provide tailormade recommendations. eBay Art is an example which allows its users to communicate with
the sellers and other professionals to get advice.
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Online galleries:
Galleries for the promotion of artist creations across online networks in order to allow a wider
reach, especially for the global Muslim population. This is the most common digital service
provided in this vertical, with notable examples including Mica Gallery, Artsy and
VisualDhikr.com.

Art philanthropy:
Service to leverage the art fans’ and collectors’ network potential into philanthropic causes.
Examples which could also provide this service for Islamic Art include ArtsFundRaising.org.uk.

Business-to-Business (B2B) services e-research portal:
These websites act as an information repository for Islamic Art & Design showcasing their
content for the purpose of education, conservation of heritage and digitization of the world’s
treasure in Islamic artwork. Initiatives such as Archnet and IRCICA (Research Center For Islamic
History, Art and Culture) are developed through prominent societies of the Art & Design world
such as the Agha Khan Trust for Culture and its documentation center at MIT, and those who
are interested in referencing and promoting the Muslim culture globally.

Museum apps/video tours:
Major museums are developing digital renditions of their collections in order to keep up with
the growing need for online access to art. Museums such as the LACMA and the Louvre
propose mobile apps designed to provide offsite virtual tours of museums, a calendar of
events, and onsite guiding information that interacts with the displayed artwork, and other
services. Similar services can be extended for Islamic art.

Online art fairs:
Online events for the display and discussion of Islamic art work through webinars and live
streaming of panel discussions, with the possibility of interactive participation. ArtSpace.com is
an example of a leading website that promotes the sales of art work and provides an online
showcase of important art fairs and other events. This covers Islamic art as well.

Islamic artists networking portal:
A specialized social network for Islamic Art & Design professionals to allow a seamless
interaction between artists with the objective of creating a worldwide community that share a
common appreciation of Islamic values and culture. ArtistNetwork. com allows professionals to
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meet and to share ideas and advice. Along with numerous resources that keep visitors up to
date with their interests. This website can also be utilized by Islamic artists as well.

Dealer-to-Dealer (D2D) network:
Web-based information center for Islamic Art & Design dealers to share business propositions
and offers. ArtRegisterNetwork.com defines itself as a group of proprietary web portals offering
a global marketplace to the professional in the arts, which, in summary, is a destination for all
who want to deal with artwork, including Islamic art.

Smart Mosques
There is no widely set or agreed upon definition of what constitutes a Smart Mosque. For the
purposes of their study, Deloitte defined Smart Mosques as any mosques which employ
modern ICT technologies enabling them to interact with users in a way that enhances their
understanding and improves their prayer experience (e.g., projection and simultaneous
translation of live prayers and Friday sermons into multiple languages, online mosque
information services and access to Islamic education). This also includes mosques which apply
smart technologies to resolve practical issues to improve their efficiency, effectiveness,
sustained operation and maintenance (e.g., automatic lighting, temperature and water control
systems to prevent wastage, automatic security locking systems, centralized mosque
management systems).

Digital Services categories Digital Services in the Smart Mosques vertical consist of Digital
Services and Supporting Technologies.

Islamic education:
Online sharing and streaming of Islamic courses and classes offered by the mosque such as
Quran Tafseer (technical interpretation of the Quran’s meaning).
Advertising and awareness: Promotion of Islamic products, events, initiatives, charities, and
other services either on site or through push notifications.

Mosque tagging:
Enables mosques to be highlighted as a place of interest on navigation systems for easy
identification (e.g., for new community members). Dubai’s Islamic Affairs & Charitable Activities
Department (IACAD) has its own website and mosque database. Users can access this IACAD
mosque database on their website and search for any mosque by name, location or assigned
code. Another example of this service is Salatomatic, the world’s largest global online mosque
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guide. Users can access a database of 5,715 mosques and even 354 schools, with 3,440
reviews. As the website is an offshoot of Zabihah.com, its user base is likely to stay the same at
10 million.

Mosque management:
Administration and management, possible centrally through cross-links to other mosques or
municipal systems. This is the most common issue faced by most mosques around the world.
Currently no dedicated stand-alone mosque management services have been found,
presenting a gap which needs to be addressed. However, larger mosques such as the Holy
Mosques in Makkah and Madinah in Saudi Arabia both use their own mosque management
solutions. Digital suggestion box: Users can provide suggestions and complaints quickly
through smart touch screen devices. Dubai’s Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Mosque, the UAE’s
first Smart Mosque in Jumeirah 3 includes a digital feedback channel used to obtain feedback
from users for better enhancement and control of mosque services.

Tracking services:
Quran inventory, mosque capacity, parking spaces, lost and found. Dubai’s Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Mosque also provides capacity information to its users. Islamic financial services:
Payments, donations, remittance, insurance, micro-finance. Mosques from the “Masjid Pintar”
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project provide a smart card to worshippers, which acts as an ID, payment, remittance,
insurance, micro-finance for Islamic banking and financial services.

Mosque information:
Web portals, applications, digital notice boards providing information about a mosque’s
history, nature, area, capacity, prayer timings, Friday sermons and activities. Dubai’s Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Mosque provides users with information about Dubai mosques
(e.g., history, nature, area, capacity, prayer timings, Friday sermon) and services
(e.g., donations, courses) any time. Another example is Malaysia’s Masjid Al Jamiul Badawi in
Kepala Batas, Penang, which includes a digital signage solution for real-time information
sharing. Community networking: Utilization of social network platforms for Islamic discussion
forums, blogs and community building (e.g., organization of Quran classes, charities)

QR coding:
Quick Response (QR) codes are an array of black and white squares typically for storing
Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) or other information. QR coded mosques enables
information about mosques to be read by smartphone cameras. A notable example is Dubai’s
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Mosque, which uses QR Code technology to enable two-way
interaction with mosque users.

Smart cards:
For ID and membership services (e.g., electronic transactions, credits). Mosques from the
“Masjid Pintar” project provide a smart card to worshippers, which acts as an ID, payment,
remittance, insurance, micro-finance for Islamic banking and financial services. Each mosque as
part of this project is to be equipped with satellite connection, BPL modems and PCs. The
project sponsors are reportedly looking to expand this project to China, with an interest
reported in US and Europe.
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Global Islamic
Economy Indicator
The SGIR21 Report by Dinar
Standard has published the 8th
annual edition of the Global
Islamic Economy Indicator (GIEI).
the GIEI is to benchmark the
leading national ecosystems best
able to support the development
of Islamic economy business
activity relative to their size. The
GIEI is a composite weighted
index that measures the overall
development of the Islamic
economic sectors by assessing the
performance of its parts in line
with its broader social obligations.
It is made up of 49 metrics
organized into four components
for each of the seven sectors of
the Islamic economy (Islamic
finance, halal food, Muslim-friendly
travel, modest fashion, media/
recreation, halal pharmaceuticals/
cosmetics). The GIEI is a useful
indicator for UK businesses who
want to increase their exports and
exposure to the Global Halal
market insofar as it helps to
identify the most important
markets to target.
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Key Halal Economic Drivers

Source: ITC “Halal Goes Global”
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Muslim Demographics
•

•
•

•

•
•

According to a 2015 Pew Research Centre Report ( The Future of World Religions:
population Growth Projections 2010-2050 ) the religious profile of the world is rapidly
changing, driven primarily by differences in fertility rates and the size of youth populations
among the world’s major religions, as well as by people switching faiths.
Over the next four decades, Christians will remain the largest religious group, but Islam will
grow faster than any other major religion.
If current trends continue, by 2050 the number of Muslims will nearly equal the number of
Christians around the world. Indeed, if current demographic trends continue, the number of
Muslims is expected to exceed the number of Christians by the end of this century.
Atheists, agnostics and other people who do not affiliate with any religion – though
increasing in countries such as the United States and France – will make up a declining
share of the world’s total population.
The global Buddhist population will be about the same size it was in 2010, while the Hindu
and Jewish populations will be larger than they are today.
In Europe, Muslims will make up 10% of the overall population. India will retain a Hindu
majority but also will have the largest Muslim population of any country in the world,
surpassing Indonesia.

According to Pew Research, there are two major factors behind the rapid projected growth of
Islam, and both involve simple demographics. For one, Muslims have more children than
members of other religious groups. Around the world, each Muslim woman has an average of
2.9 children, compared with 2.2 for all other groups combined.
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Muslims are also the youngest (median age of 24 years old in 2015) of all major religious
groups, seven years younger than the median age of non-Muslims. As a result, a larger share of
Muslims already are, or will soon be, at the point in their lives when they begin having children.

This, combined with high fertility rates, will fuel Muslim population growth.
While it does not change the global population, migration is helping to increase the Muslim
population in some regions, including North America and Europe.
Muslims are a relatively small minority in Europe, making up roughly 5% of the population.
However, in some countries, such as France and Sweden, the Muslim share of the population is
higher. And, in the coming decades, the Muslim share of the continent’s population is expected
to grow – and could more than double, according to Pew Research Center projections.
Muslims are much younger and have more children than other Europeans. In 2016,
the median age of Muslims throughout Europe was 30.4, 13 years younger than the median for
other Europeans (43.8). Looking at it another way, 50% of all European Muslims are under the
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age of 30, compared with 32% of non-Muslims in Europe. In addition, the average Muslim
woman in Europe is expected to have 2.6 children, a full child more than the average nonMuslim woman (1.6 children).

Positive Views About Muslims in the
UK and Western Europe
Pew notes that there is a wide divergence across
Europe in attitudes toward Muslims. Generally, more
favourable views of Muslims exist in Western Europe,
Russia and Ukraine while more negative attitudes
persist in Southern, Central and Eastern Europe. Solid
majorities of people in the United Kingdom, France,
the Netherlands, Germany and Sweden have positive
opinions of Muslims in their country.
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Despite these negative views of
Muslims in Eastern and Southern
Europe, unfavourable opinions
have actually decreased in a
number of nations since the
question was asked in 2016,
when millions of refugees from
the Middle East and North Africa
poured onto the continent.

UK Muslim Population
In 2016, it was estimated that
Birmingham had the largest
Muslim population of any local
authority in England and Wales
at approximately 280 thousand
people. Newham and Tower
Hamlets, both boroughs of
London, had the second and
third-largest Muslim populations
at 135 and 128 thousand
respectively.
In this year there were 300
masjids in the United Kingdom
with a capacity between 101 to
200 people. This was the most
common size for a masjid in the
United Kingdom. It was followed
by 279 masjids with a capacity
for between 201 and 300
people. In 2017 there were only
ten masjids in the
United Kingdom that had a
capacity for over 4,000 people.
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About Janala Ventura:
We are an innovative solution driven consultancy established to serve the Private sector, Public Sector & Charity
sector, bringing together experts from across the business, charity & public sectors. We work with you to understand
your vision, needs and challenges. Our experts will find solutions that will be transformational. Giving you the
support to take your organisation or business closer to your vision. www.janalaventura.com

Ifty Islam, Chairman, Janala Ventura Ltd
Ifty is CEO of Pathfinder a social enterprise helping to catalyze innovation, growth and business opportunities in the
digital economy. He is also currently the Chairman and Co-Founder of Janala Ventura Tech, a UK-based technology
com- pany. Prior to this, Ifty was the CEO and co-founder of Miup, a University of Tokyo based Health AI company
that has developed primary healthcare platform to leverage AI and big data technologies to promote pre-emptive
medicine in the battle against NCDs. Ifty has a passion for technology and has been working as an advisor and
investor in innovative start-up companies.
Ifty is also the Chairman and founder of Asian Tiger Capital, an investment banking advisory firm based in Dhaka
and London. Ifty was the advisor to the China Consortium on the recently concluded 25% investment by the
Shenzhen and Shanghai Stock Exchanges in the Dhaka. AT Capital also has a joint venture partnership with leading
Chinese Fintech Kingdom Shenzhen Sci. Tech. focused on capital markets technology.
Prior to establish AT Capital in 2007, Ifty was a Managing Director at Citigroup, London from 2004-2007 where he
was Head of Macro Strategy/Hedge Fund Research. From 1997-2004 Ifty spent 8 years at Deutsche Bank Securities
in London and New York, latterly as Managing Director and Chief US Strategist. He graduated from the Queen's
College, Oxford with a BA/MA (First Class) in Politics, Philosophy and Economics.

Muzahid Khan, MD, Janala Ventura Ltd
After spending 30 years delivering services in local government, voluntary/charity sector and the private sector.
Muzahid decided to capture his knowledge and experience gained in these diverse fields, working with a diverse
range of people, he decided to bring his knowledge and experience to benefit the charity, public and private
sectors. Muzahid has been actively involved on the boards of numerous successful organisation such as Maggie's
Cancer Centre, Cranmer Education Trust, Positive Steps, Beacon Community Charitable Organisation, Amana
Foundation. He is currently serving as the deputy CEO of Pathfinder a social enterprise helping to catalyze
innovation, growth and business opportunities in the digital economy.
\He is a founder of a village health centre in Bangladesh serving the poor with free healthcare as part of his
dedication to philanthropy and making a difference to the community.
Recently in 2021, he was appointed as a Deputy Lieutenant of the County of Greater Manchester. He was awarded
recognition from the British Prime Minister for his outstanding contribution the community in 2000, after receiving an
invitation to attend Buckingham Palace as young achiever amongst 600, British young achievers in 1998.
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About Pathfinder:
“Pathfinder” is a Digital entrepreneurship platform and eco system launched in the UK but now expanded to 200+
members across 12 countries. We want to Catalyse, motivate and nurture the next generation of entrepreneurs to
embrace the new opportunities in the Post Covid economy. We will start with a particular focus on the British
Bangladeshi community, women and the young entrepreneurs, not because we want to exclude any other parts of
society, but rather to reflect to fact that those segments have historically been under-represented and underresourced. There will be a particular focus on engaging and inspiring the younger generation of British Bangladeshi
(BB) entrepreneurs to pursue entrepreneurial opportunities or careers in the technology sector. The Pathfinder
platform operates as a members’ network for developing new digital entrepreneurship ideas and partnerships. Even
in the past month the range of business ideas already under early-stage development within the Pathfinder network,
are encouraging.
We plan to hold a series of webinars on a range of in the next 12 months, that will cover important themes of subsectors of the digital economy. These will be accompanied by concept papers and other research materials and the
formation of focus groups in these areas.
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Disclaimer
This research is for our clients only. Other than disclosures relating to Janala Ventura, this research is based on
current public information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete, and it
should not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, estimates and forecasts contained herein are as of the
date hereof and are subject to change without prior notification. We seek to update our research as appropriate, but
various regulations may prevent us from doing so. Other than certain industry reports published on a periodic basis,
most reports are published at irregular intervals as appropriate in the analyst’s judgment. Janala Ventura provides
high-value consulting and corporate advisory services to various enterprises in Bangladesh ranging from
Government of Bangladesh (e.g. Ministry of Finance, PPP cell etc.) to multi-lateral donor agencies, (eg. Asian
Development Bank, Islamic Development Bank, International Finance Corporation, etc.) to high profile multinational
and local corporate houses. Our part- ners, analysts and other executives may provide oral or written market
commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in
this research. Our asset management arm, proprietary trading desk and investing businesses may make investment
decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research. We and our affiliates,
officers, directors, and employees, will from time to time have long or short positions in, act as princi- pal in, and buy
or sell, the securities or derivatives, if any, referred to in this research, unless otherwise prohibited by regulations or
Janala Ventura policy. The views attributed to third party presenters at Janala Ventura arranged conferences,
including individuals from other associate companies of Janala Ventura, do not necessarily reflect those of Janala
Ventura Research and are not an official view of Janala Ventura. Any third party referenced herein, including any
salespeople, traders and other professionals or members of their household, may have positions in the products
mentioned that are inconsistent with the views expressed by analysts named in this report. This research is focused
on investment themes across markets, industries and sectors. It does not attempt to distinguish between the
prospects or performance of, or provide analysis of, individual companies within any industry or sector we describe.
Any trading recommendation in this research relating to an equity or credit security or securities within an industry or
sector is reflective of the investment theme being dis- cussed and is not a recommendation of any such security in
isolation.
This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an
offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the
particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. Clients should consider whether
any advice or recommendation in this research is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if appropriate, seek
professional advice, including tax advice. The price and value of investments referred to in this research and the
income from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not
guaran- teed, and a loss of original capital may occur. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on
the value or price of, or income derived from, certain investments. Certain transactions, including those involving
futures, options, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
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